Abstract. To improve the understanding of trends in extreme flows related to flood events at the global scale, historical and 23 future changes of annual maximum streamflow are investigated, using a comprehensive streamflow archive and six global 24 hydrological models. The models' capacity to characterise trends in annual maximum streamflow at the continental and global pathway. Importantly, the observed streamflow database under-samples the percentage of high-risk locations under RCP6.0 38 greenhouse gas concentration scenario by more than an order of magnitude (0.9% compared to 11.7%). This finding indicates a 39 highly uncertain future for both flood-prone communities and decision makers in the context of climate change. 40
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(1) School of Civil, Environmental and Mining Engineering, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia. forced by bias corrected climate model output during the historical period, suggesting the important role of the stochastic natural 32 (decadal, inter-annual) climate variability. Significant differences were found in simulated flood trends when averaged only at 33 gauged locations compared to when averaged across all simulated grid cells, highlighting the potential for bias toward well-34 observed regions in the state-of-understanding of changes in floods. Future climate projections (simulated under RCP2.6 and 35 RCP6.0 greenhouse gas concentration scenario) suggest a potentially high level of change in individual regions, with up to 35% 36 of cells showing a statistically significant trend (increase or decrease) and greater changes indicated for the higher concentration 37 pathway. Importantly, the observed streamflow database under-samples the percentage of high-risk locations under RCP6.0 38 greenhouse gas concentration scenario by more than an order of magnitude (0.9% compared to 11.7%). This finding indicates a 39 highly uncertain future for both flood-prone communities and decision makers in the context of climate change. To better understand historical and future trends in streamflow, the emphasis has therefore moved to analysing trends directly in 67 streamflow measurements. Investigations using streamflow observations at global, continental and regional scales (see Do et al. Table 1 . These settings comprise two historical runs (GSWP3 and GCMHIND runs), and two future runs (GCMRCP2.6 and 117 GCMRCP6.0), collectively amounting to a total of 69 simulations (see Table S2 in supplementary with full list of simulations). 118
For GSWP3 simulations, naturalised runs (i.e. human water management not taken into account) were chosen, since this setting is 119 available for more GHMs when compared to the human impact setting (i.e. human water management inputs were used). A 120 preliminary analysis (see section 4 of supplementary material) shows that both 'naturalised runs' and 'human impact runs' exhibit 121 similar characteristic of trends in peak discharge. Although significant efforts were made by ISIMIP to keep the setting across 122 simulations as consistent as possible, there were some differences in model versions and input data (e.g. WaterGAP was used in 123
ISIMIP2a while WaterGAP2 was used in ISIMIP2b; ORCHIDEE (Guimberteau et al., 2014) was used in ISIMIP2a while 124 ORCHIDEE-MICT (Guimberteau et al., 2018) , with improvements on high latitude processes, was used in ISIMIP2b). As a 125 result, there are potential effects of technical discrepancies to the findings which cannot be checked in the context of this study. In 126 addition, owing to technical requirements across GHMs, the number of land grid cells with available data is also different across 127 simulations. 128 129 To enable an observation-model comparison, simulated discharge needs to be extracted from gridded model output. Large-scale 136 hydrological models, however, generally do not simulate discharge accurately over small-to-medium size catchments due to the 137 coarse resolution of river network datasets in their routing schemes (Hunger and Döll, 2008) . To address this limitation, previous 138
GHMs evaluations usually selected large catchments (a threshold of 9,000 km 2 was adopted, approximating the size of a one- (the first objective), the present study used both daily (i) un-routed runoff for small catchments and (ii) routed discharge 145 simulations for large ones, and thus two extraction procedures were adopted. A summary of these extraction procedures is 146 provided below while detailed technical descriptions are provided in section 2 of supplementary material. 147  For catchments with area from 0 to 9,000 km 2 : un-routed runoff (mm/day) was extracted and then converted into 148 discharge (m 3 /s) by multiplying averaged runoff with catchment area. Specifically, catchment boundaries were 149 superimposed on the GHM grid to obtain the weighted-area tables, which were then used to derive averaged runoff from 150 the un-routed runoff simulation. To avoid double counting runoff from the same grid points, runoff for catchments that 151 share similar weighted-area tables (i.e. similar simulated streamflow would be extracted -see supplementary section 2 152 for detail description) was averaged (using catchment areas as weights) and a single 'averaged time series' was used in 153 place of the runoff from the component catchments. 154  For catchments with area greater than 9,000 km 2 : the 'discharge output' approach (Zhao et al., 2017 ) was adopted to 155 extract routed discharge (m 3 /s) from the GHM cell corresponding to the outlet of each catchment. 156
To ensure sufficient data is available for historical trend analysis, only GSIM stations with at least 30 years of data available 157 during the 1971-2005 period were considered (each year having at least 335 days of available records). These relatively strict 158 selection criteria also enable a comparison between this study and preceding observation-based investigations (Gudmundsson et 159 al., 2019; Hodgkins et al., 2017) . As catchment boundary shapefiles were used to extract simulated streamflow 160 for small catchments, stations were further filtered using two criteria: (i) availability of reported catchment area, and (ii) 161 catchment boundary was accompanied with a "high" or "medium" quality flag (i.e. the discrepancy between reported and 162 estimated catchment area is less than 10%). 163
A total of 4,595 stations satisfied the quality selection criteria, of which large catchments (i.e. area greater than 9,000 km 2 ) where 164 no suitable grid cell could be identified were further removed (11 catchments). For cases of two or more small catchments (i.e. 165 area less than or equal to 9,000km
2 ) having similar weighted-area tables, the 'averaged time series' (using catchment areas as 166 weights) was calculated. A total number of 1,542 time series fell in this category and were aggregated into 624 'averaged time 167
series'. for the model-observation comparison. Grey dots indicate GSIM time series that were removed due to insufficient data 174 availability or quality. 175
Detecting trends in annual maximum streamflow 176
For each streamflow dataset, daily discharge was smoothed to 7-day averages to reduce variability in simulated streamflow, 177 which can arise from the coarse routing parameters of GHMs (Dankers et al., 2014) . The annual maximum time series of 7-day 178 averaged discharge (labelled as the MAX7 index in the GSIM archive) was then derived to represent peak flow events. For 179 gridded datasets, the 'centre averaged approach' (e.g. averaged streamflow of Jan 7th is the mean value of Jan 4 -10th) was used 180 (the common setting of the CDO software, freely available at https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo), and the MAX7 181 timeseries was therefore derived for each GSIM station using this same approach. As a result, the derived value of the MAX7 182 index is slightly different to the value available in the online version of GSIM ), which applied a 183 'backward-moving average' technique (e.g. averaged streamflow of Jan 7th is the mean value of Jan 1 -7 th ). Our preliminary 184 analysis (not shown), however, indicated that this difference did not lead to substantial changes in the key findings. 185
The magnitude of trends in the MAX7 index at a specific catchment or grid cell was quantified using the normalised Theil-Sen 186 slope Stahl et al., 2010) and the results are expressed in % change per decade. The significance of the 187 local trend was assessed using a Mann-Kendall test at the 10% two-sided significance level (Wilks, 2011). The null hypothesis 188 (no trend) is rejected if the two-sided p-value of the test statistic (Kendall's τ) is lower than 0.1, while the direction of the trend 189 (i.e. increasing or decreasing) was determined using the sign of τ. 190
Statistical techniques 191
To address the three identified objectives, trends in streamflow extremes obtained from GSIM (observed trends) and ISIMIP 192 simulations (simulated trends) are analysed. The observed trends were available for 3,666 observation locations. Simulated trends 193
were available for all 59,033 GHM grid cells (estimated from routed discharge of each grid cell; Antarctica and Greenland were 194 removed). To enable a model-observation comparison, we also extract a subset of simulated trends over the 3,666 observation 195 locations (described in section 2.2). 196
A hypothesis-test approach for comparison of trend characteristics 197
A range of hypothesis tests (summarised in Table 2 ; GSWP3 simulations were used to assess GHM uncertainty while GCMHIND 198 simulations were used to assess the combined GCM-GHM uncertainty) was applied to address the first two objectives, which 199 require comparing trend characteristics exhibited from different streamflow datasets. correlation between trends of two datasets was used as a measure of similarity in the trend spatial structure. The 212 hypothesis test (pattern similarity test) was adopted to assess whether: (i) the correlation between simulated trends 213 introduced by GHMs and observed trends is significantly higher than zero; and (ii) the correlation between trends 214 simulated under hindcast atmospheric forcing and observed trends is significantly lower than that between trends 215 simulated under observational atmospheric forcing and observed trends. 216 Field significance test similar to that presented in Do et al. (2017) was adopted. A moving-block-bootstrap (block-length = 2) was used to derive a null-hypothesis distribution of the change that occurred due to random chance. The null hypothesis is rejected at 5% one-sided significance level when the true percentage falls on the right-hand side of the 95 th percentile of the resampled distributions.
Hypothesis 4: The correlation between trends obtained from two streamflow datasets was not significantly higher than '0' (i.e. zero pattern similarity).
'Zero pattern similarity' was compared to the probability distribution function (PDF) of pairwise correlation between simulated and observed trends, drawn from a bootstrap procedure similar to that proposed by Kiktev et al. (2003) . The null hypothesis is rejected at 5% one-sided significance level when zero correlation falls on the left-hand side of the 5th percentile of the resampled distributions. , there is evidence to reject the null-hypothesis at the 5% one-sided significance level.
Objective 2: Field significance test similar to that presented in Hypothesis 3 but trends obtained from all grid cells were the subject of the assessment.
Estimating uncertainty of trend characteristics across ensemble members 218
The third and final objective, which focused on the implications of GCM-GHM uncertainty on projected changes in 219 flood hazard, was addressed by quantifying the spread of trend characteristics (i.e. trend mean, trend standard 220 deviation, and percentage of significant trends) exhibited from routed discharge projections under two representative 221 concentration pathways. 222
The spatial uncertainty of projected trends (GCMRCP2.6 and GCMRCP6.0) was also quantified by calculating intra-223 /inter-model correlation of the trend patterns across all ensemble members available under the two projections. Intra-224 model correlation represents spatial uncertainty introduced by the GCM and was calculated from simulated trends 225 introduced by the same GHM (using different simulated atmospheric forcing). Inter-model correlation represents the 226 combined GCM-GHM spatial uncertainty, and was calculated for each pair of simulated trends that were: (i) 227
introduced by the different GHMs; and (ii) forced with different projected atmospheric forcing. This assessment also 228 identified regions that were consistently detected with a significant increasing trend across at least 11 simulations, 229 which can be used as an indication of potential 'hot-spots' of future flood hazard. 230
To assess the robustness of GHMs in projecting changes in flood hazard, each grid-cell of the discharge simulation 231 grid was then categorised into one of the five 'flood-risk' groups based on the number of GCMRCP2.6/GCMRCP6.0 232 simulation members projecting a significant increasing trend (Group 1: no members, Group 2: from 1 to 5 members, 233
Group 3: from 6 to 10 members, Group 4: from 11 to 15 members and Group 5: from 16 to 18 members). Each GSIM 234 gauge was also allocated into one of these five groups based on the gauge's geographical coordinates. The allocation 235 of gauges into these groups was then analysed to determine whether the most comprehensive global database of daily 236 streamflow records to-date was evenly distributed across the five 'flood risk regions'. 237 for observed trends at sub-continental scale. In addition, GCMs uncertainty can potentially contribute to this 254 inconsitency. Interestingly, the multi-model average of both GSWP3 and GCMHIND simulations generally exhibits a 255 lower magnitude of changes (i.e. closer to 'zero change') compared to the observed trends. This feature is more 256 prominent in GCMHIND (21 simulations available) compared to GSWP3 (six simulations available), and can be 257 explained by two possibilities. The first possible explanation is the nature of averaging, which tends to smooth out 258 variability in trend magnitude across ensemble members, leading to a relatively 'close to zero' change across the 259 globe (given that each GCMs has stochastic decadal climate variability, so that averaging GCMs tends to cancel 260 trends). An alternative explanation is that individual simulations also exhibit a lower magnitude of change relative to 261 observation, which is not visible through Figure 2 . 262
To further explore GHMs' performance, a more detailed comparative analysis between observed trends and 263 individual simulated trends using both historical climate forcings (via GSWP3) and GCM hindcasts was conducted. trends account for between 12%-25% of the cross-location variability in the observed trend signal). There is, 282 however, a notable difference in terms of the overall sign of trends simulated by each different GHM. This feature 283
indicates that using different GHMs can lead to different interpretations about the overall change in flood hazard at 284 the global scale, despite having a common boundary forcing. For example, PCR-GLOBWB suggests there are more 285
locations showing significant increasing trends (9.6%) than decreasing trends (6.1%) while LPJmL shows the 286 opposite pattern (4.5% and 7.3% of locations showing significant increasing and decreasing trends respectively). The 287 variation of trends characteristics exhibited by different GHMs also indicates that the 'closer to zero' trends of 288 ensemble averages (illustrated in Figure 2 ) likely reflects the implication of averaging rather than a systematic bias of 289
GHMs toward a low magnitude of change. As an implication, ensemble averages even though useful, should not be 290 used as a sole ground to infer change in floods, as this may undermine the actual magnitude of simulated trends. 291 Table 4 provides the results of the model-observation comparison using GCMHIND simulated trends (intra-model 298 averages are shown while results of individual simulations are reported in section 4 of supplementary material). 299
Similar to GSWP3 trends, intra-model averages (i.e. calculated from simulations of one GHM) of GCMHIND trends 300 tend to have a higher global mean (ranging from -2.3% to -0.4% change per decade with 19 out of 21 simulations 301 suggesting a significantly different trend mean) and lower trend standard deviation (ranging from 7.4% to 8.7% 302 change per decade, with all simulations suggesting a significantly different trend standard deviation) than observed. 303
The composition between the percentages of locations showing significant trends varies substantially across 304 simulations (ranging from 2.2%/4.1% to 12.2%/17.3% for significant increasing/decreasing trends) and statistical 305 significance was found only for decreasing trends over three out of 21 simulations (two LPJmL simulations and one 306 trends, while the observed trend standard deviation is clearly above the range exhibited from all GCMHIND 308 simulations. The significantly lower simulated trend standard deviation can be partially attributable to the coarse 309 resolution of GHMs' atmospheric/land surface inputs, which may not sufficiently reflect the variation of hydrological 310 processes across small-to-medium size catchments. 311 
317
Among 21 GCMHIND simulations, the 'zero similarity' hypothesis (hypothesis 5) was rejected over 13 simulations, 318
indicating that GCM-GHM ensemble members possess some capacity to simulate the spatial structure of observed 319 trends in streamflow extremes. The correlation between GCMHIND simulated trends and GSIM observed trends 320 (ranging from -0.06 to 0.18), however, is significantly lower than that exhibited from GSWP3 simulated trends across 321 all GHMs (reported at Table 3 ). The results of the similarity assessment are illustrated for a single GHM (H08; as the 322 results were similar for other GHMs) in Figure 3 , where the correlation between observed trends and GSWP3 323 simulated trends is significantly different from zero. In contrast, the correlation between observed trends and each of 324 the simulated trends under hindcast atmospheric forcing (GCMHIND simulations) is much lower, with two of the 325 four not being statistically higher than zero. These results confirm the substantial influence of atmospheric forcing on 326 the simulated trend pattern relative to GHMs structure. 327 To further quantify changes at the regional scale, a model-observation comparison (identical to that at the global 335 scale) was conducted over six continents and the results are summarised in Table 5 (multi-model averages are  336 shown). The trend mean exhibited from GSIM ranges from -10.7% (Oceania) to 2.4% change per decade (Europe) 337 while trend standard deviation ranges from 8.3% (Europe) to 15.8% change per decade (Oceania). The percentage of 338 significant increasing (decreasing) trends exhibited from GSIM ranges from 3.2% to 22.6% (from 6.3% to 29.1%) 339 and the composition of significant trends across the six continents is consistent to a previous investigation (Do et al., 340 2017). The observed percentage of significant trends is found to be above random chance for Europe (increasing 341 flood magnitude) and Australia (decreasing flood magnitude) and this feature is captured quite well by GSWP3 342 simulated trends, with at least half of the simulations confirming field significances detected from GSIM. 0.63 (6) -0.14 (2)
Determining the representativeness of observation locations in the GHM simulations 367
To assess the representativeness of observations locations in GHM grid cells, trend characteristics obtained from all 368 simulated grid cells were compared to those estimated from the observation locations (3,666 sites globally). For 369 GSWP3 simulations, the results suggest a significant difference between trend characteristics from all model grid 370 cells compared to those obtained from the observation locations (Table 6 ; multi-model averages shown). This feature 371 is consistent at both global and continental scales, including North America and Europe -the continents with the best 372 stream-gauge density. Specifically, the trend mean tends to get closer to zero, while the trend standard deviation 373 obtained from all grid cells tends to be higher than that over observation locations. The difference between the 374 percentages of significant increasing/decreasing trends across all grid cells also gets smaller. For instance, the 375 percentage of observation locations showing significant increasing (decreasing) trends over Oceania is 3.7% (22.1%) 376
for GSWP3 multi-model averages (reported in Table 5 ), while the corresponding values are 10.7% (15.1%) when all 377 grid cells are considered (reported in Table 6 ). Additionally, field significance for increasing (decreasing) trends is 378 detected in two (four) out of six simulations over Oceania, while the same feature could not be detected over the 379 observation locations. These findings confirm that trends exhibited from observation locations are not a representative 380 sample of trends obtained from all simulation grid cells, which has also been suggested through Figure 1 . As a result, 381 a common model-observation picture of changes in global flood hazard remains elusive. To enable a holistic 382 perspective of changes in extreme flows, it is therefore crucial to improve data accessibility and expand streamflow 383 observational networks to ensure unbiased samples are available for large scale investigations. 384
The findings using GCMHIND simulations are similar in terms of the trend mean (closer to zero) and trend standard 385 deviation (higher) across all grid cells relative to the observation locations. Across all land areas, the composition of 386 the percentages of land mass showing significant trends exhibited by GCMHIND simulations contradicts that 387 obtained from the GSWP3 simulations for many continents. For example, GSWP3 simulations suggest more land 388 areas showing significant decreasing trends than increasing trends over Asia and Oceania while GCMHIND 389 simulations indicate an overall increasing change in extreme flows over the same continents. This feature further 390 confirms the importance of atmospheric forcing in driving the spatial structure of the simulated trends, which will be 391 explored further in the next section. 392 Table 6 . Characteristics of simulated trends across all grid cells at both continental and global scales (multi-model averages are showed). For each simulation, cell-based trend 393 mean/trend standard deviation was compared to that of gauge-based trends (reported in Table 4 ). Values in parentheses represent the number of simulations reject the null-hypothesis 394 described in Table 2 (up to six simulations for GSWP3 and 21 simulations for GCMHIND). GSIM results are also provided for reference. (approximately 45% of the global land grid cells), and thus three simulations of this GHM were removed from the 401 analysis. As a result, only 18 ensemble members were used to explore the uncertainty in projected trends 402 (GCMRCP2.6 and GCMRCP6.0 -trends estimated for the 2006-2099 period and all cells were considered). 403 Table 7 shows a relatively low spread of the global trend mean (ranging from -1.3% to 0.8% change per decade; 404 multi-model average of 0.0% change per decade for both GCMRCP2.6 and GCMRCP6.0) and trend standard 405 deviation (ranging from 1.8% to 4.1% change per decade) across ensemble members. LPJmL and ORCHIDEE 406 generally suggest a decreasing trend at the global scale, evident through the negative global mean and more grid cells 407 showing significant decreasing trends. The standard deviation of trends in future simulations (multi-model average of 408 2.3% and 3.2% change per decade for GCMRCP2.6 and GCMRCP6.0 respectively) is substantially lower than the 409 historical run (multi-model average of 9.4% change per decade as reported in Table 6 ). This feature is potentially due 410 to the capacity of longer time series in capturing the inter-decadal variability of the streamflow regimes, with both dry 411 and wet periods being considered (Hall et al., 2014) . Projected trends under the RCP2.6 scenario generally have 412 closer to zero mean and lower standard deviation compared to those introduced by the RCP6.0 scenario, reflecting the 413 nature of an ambitious 'low-end warming' scenario, when anthropogenic climate change reaches its peak at the 414 middle of the 21 st century followed by a generally stable condition. 415
395

Region
Interestingly, although most models suggest relatively moderate changes in the global trend mean, the composition 416 between percentages of grid cells showing significant trends varies substantially, ranging from 7.5% (7.1%) to 30.1% 417 (35.0%) for significant increasing (decreasing) trends at the 10 % level, with RCP6.0 generally exhibits higher values. 418
This indicates that focusing on global averages may mask significant regional trends, as there was a substantially high 419 percentage of locations exhibiting significant increasing and decreasing trends exhibited in individual models. 420
Uncertainty in the spatial structure of trends in streamflow extremes is further investigated using both intra-model (to 421 reflect GCM uncertainty) and inter-model correlations (to reflect the combined GCM-GHM uncertainty). 
435
To quantity the robustness in terms of regions with significant trends in streamflow extremes, the number of 436 simulations showing significant increasing/decreasing trends was counted for each grid cell (value ranging from 0 to 437 18). As shown in Figure 4 , the projections under RCP2.6 (top panels) do not suggest many regions with an increasing 438 trend for most ensemble members, but consistently suggest decreasing trends over the majority of Africa, Australia 439 and the western America. Although both scenarios suggested a similar spatial pattern, projections under the RCP6.0 440 scenario (lower panels) show a substantially higher robustness in terms of regions with significant changes over time 441 in streamflow extremes. For instance, significant increasing trends are projected consistently over southern and south-442 eastern Asia, eastern Africa, and Siberia, while high agreement of decreasing trends is found over southern Australia, 443 north-eastern Europe, the Mediterranean and north-western North America. These findings share some similarity with 444 a previous investigation that used the ISIMIP Fast Track simulations (published before the ISIMIP2a and 2b To further highlight the potential impact of limitations in observed streamflow datasets, the proportion of available 465 stream gauges located in regions with different levels of projected 'flood risk' was assessed. We first categorised each 466 grid-cell into one of the five 'flood-risk' groups based on the number of simulations projecting a significant 467 increasing trend. In this analysis, RCP6.0 scenario was chosen as it yielded a higher global 'risk' of flood hazard 468 relative to RCP2.6 scenario. The ability of GHMs to reproduce trends in streamflow maxima was assessed, focusing on four characteristics of 494 trends (i.e. the mean and standard deviation of trends, the percentage of stations showing significant 495 increasing/decreasing trends, and the spatial structure of trends). Trends simulated by GHMs, when using an 496 observational climate forcing, show moderate capacity to reproduce the characteristics of observed trends. Climate 497 forcing uncertainty (i.e. the effect of using different GCMs to simulate the historical climate), however, significantly 498 reduced the extent to which the GHMs' captured the observed spatial structure of trends. This was evident through 499 significantly lower spatial correlation between observed hydrological trends and simulated trends, when GCMs were 500 used for the climate forcing, than when climate observations were used. 501
The simulated trends over observed areas inadequately represented spatially averaged trends simulated for wider 502 spatial areas from all GHM grid cells at the continental and global scales. This was evident in most simulations for 503 trend mean and trend standard deviation, indicating a potential mismatch between observation-based and model-based 504 inferences about changes in flood hazard. As a result, alternatives for conventional approach in estimating change of 505 streamflow extremes at the global and regional scale (i.e. unweighted mean across all grid points) should be 506 investigated. For instance, the spatial weighted averages (e.g. using inverse distance relative to observed locations as 507 weights) could be used to compute global means of changes. Regional analysis using homogenised regions as the 508 basis of reporting spatial domains (Zaherpour et 
uncertainty. 519
In terms of regional planning to mitigate flood hazard, individual models may provide contradictory signals of 520 changes in flood hazard for a specific region. Under RCP6.0 scenario, some regions, e.g. south-eastern Asia, eastern 521 Africa, Siberia, were consistently projected with significant increasing trends, which has some similarity to previous 522 findings that used ISIMIP Fast Track simulations (Dankers et al., 2014) . These 'high-risk' regions, however, are 523 sparsely sampled, covered by less than 1% of all available stream-gauges listed in the catalogue of GSIM. Data 524 coverage, as a result, remains the key limitation of this study, which could potentially lead to an erroneous conclusion 525 on the state-of-understanding of historical trends in flood hazard globally. Specifically, substantial changes, although 526 having occurred, might not be captured by available streamflow records. 527
Improved performance of GHMs in terms of simulating changes in flood hazard, considering the many factors 528 influencing model capacity, is achievable only through the combined efforts of many communities. The spread of 529 trends in streamflow extremes (trend standard deviation) could be simulated more accurately by finer spatiotemporal 530 resolution GHMs. Such an improvement in GHMs, however, is highly dependent on the quality of input datasets (e.g. This study presents a comprehensive investigation of historical and future changes in flood hazard using a hybrid 541 model-observation approach. The results highlighted a substantial difference between trend characteristics simulated 542 by GHMs and that obtained from GSIM archive, suggesting more attention should be paid to investigating GHMs 543 performance in the context of historical and future flood hazard. This is particularly important to determine the 544 appropriateness of GHMs in specific investigations, as model performance may vary substantially across different 545 variables (e.g. moderate capacity in simulating spatial structure of trends may be accompanied by a low performance 546 in terms of simulating trend mean). Large-sample evaluations, however, are highly dependent on data availability, 547 which has been emphasised as one of the key barriers to a holistic perspective of changes in floods. Specifically, the 548 unevenly distributed GSIM stations, partially due to the constraint in data accessibility, do not provide representative 549 samples at both global and continental scale. Sustained and collective efforts from the broad hydrology community, 550 therefore, are required to make streamflow data becomes more FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and 551
Reusable; see Wilkinson et al., 2016) , and ultimately complement our limited understanding of flood hazards. Data 552 providers, considering their tremendous investments in maintaining and making streamflow observations available in 553 the public domain, remain key agencies to enhance the evidence-base of the global terrestrial water cycle and changes 554 in flood hazard. Centralised organisations such as GRDC or WMO should also push forward the movement of 555 making streamflow data accessible to the research community. More initiatives based on citizen science (Paul et al., 556 2018) should be adopted, as this is a potential option to crowdsource water data and offset the limitation of traditional 557 observation system. Finally, attention should also be paid to stream gauges maintenance, data housekeeping and data 558 sharing to ensure ongoing flood monitoring is available to the present and future generations. 559
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